
        

CS39002: Operating Systems Lab. 

Assignment 1 

Floating date: 18/1/2016 

Due date: 25/1/2016 

 

 

2a. Distributed Prime Generation 

 

Input: N - Number of primes, K - Number of child processes. Take these as arguments. 

 

Output: List of prime numbers 

 

Multiple processes may exist in an environment. In numerous applications, there is clearly a 

need for these processes to communicate with each exchanging data or control information. 

This may be achieved using pipes, signals etc. 

 

The parent process spawns K identical child processes along with 2*K pipes - two for each 

parent-child pair (one sends messages from parent->child, the other sends messages from 

child->parent). 

 

Two special signals are needed: 

● AVAILABLE (30001) 

● BUSY (30002) 

 

Initialize: 

numprime = 0 

primearr[N] 

 

In this assignment, we will use signal and pipes to implement a distributed prime checking. 

1. Parent creates K identical child processes.  

2. All child will send AVAILABLE to the parent. 

3. Parent will provide K random numbers to the child who is AVAILABLE.   

4. After getting the numbers child will send BUSY signal to parent.   

5. Each child will check whether there is a prime number in this K random numbers. 

1. If YES it will send the numbers to parent. Parent will check whether it has got 

this prime already from any of the child process. 

1. If YES then it will simply discard the number.    

2. Else it will insert it into array primearr[] and increase the count 

numprime++. 

1. If numprime == 2*K then parent will kill all the child process 

and will report the primes and return.  

2. Else Parent will send next K random numbers to the child who 

is AVAILABLE. If no available child process it will wait for 

some child to become available.   

2. If NO prime found in the provided K numbers child will send AVAILABLE to 

the parent. 



6. Again go to step 3 to 5. 

 

Note: all random integers will be drawn from 1 to 30,000. 

 

Example: 

Say K = 3 

count = 0 

Parent creates 3 child process C1, C2, C3 

Each child sends AVAILABLE to Parent. 

 

Parent sends 3 random numbers to each child. 

 

To C1 : 31,96,12 

To C2: 2,4,6 

To C3: 31,2,9    <2 in both C2 and C3, duplicate may occur> 

 

Now all child send BUSY to parent. Next: 

 

C1: finds 31 as prime and send it to Parent, Parent increments the count. Now count = 1, 

after checking with 96 and 12 it sends AVAILABLE 

C2: checks all the 3 and sends AVAILABLE 

C3: checks 31 and send it to parent but parent discard it as it already received 31 from C1. 

Finally it sends AVAILABLE to parent. 

 

Whenever parent finds any child AVAILABLE it sends next set of 3 random numbers to it. 

Thus the step goes on till the total prime count becomes 2*3 = 6 

 

Note: all the random numbers are drawn from 1 to 50*3 ie from 1 to 150. 

 

Instruction to students: 

Students will solve this problem taking K = 5 and save the code in <ROLL>_primepipe.c 

ps: Give ROLL in all caps without angle bracket 

 

 

Hints and Resources: 

 

Primality check: 

https://www.quora.com/Whats-the-best-algorithm-to-check-if-a-number-is-prime 

Piping in C: 

http://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/Dave/C/node23.html 

Interprocess communication:  

http://www.advancedlinuxprogramming.com/alp‐ folder/alp‐ ch05‐ ipc.pdf  

 

 

 

 

 



2b. Advanced Shell: 

 

In the basic shell created the following functionality is to be added 

● Like the basic shell assignment the shell should run continuously, and display a 

prompt (>, similar to $) when waiting for input. Include the full path of the current 

directory also in the prompt followed by the “>” sign. 

● If (Ctrl+\) is pressed it will act like reverse search, i.e if you type something and enter 

it will recommend you from the history(newer comes first)  

            Example: Suppose you have a history(list of old to new) of  

   vim abc.txt 

   gcc abc.txt 

   ssh abc@X.X.X.X 

   vim fgh.txt 

 and in the command prompt you press (Ctrl+\) and then type v and enter , then your 

program should recommend vim fgh.txt 

● redirection of the output of a  program    to    a    file    using    ">"    and    reading the 

input to a program from a file using "<".For example,typing "a.out>outfile"     should     

send whatever was supposed to be displayed on the screen by a.out to the file     

outfile.Similarly, typing "a.out < infile" should make a.out take    the    inputs    from    

the file infile instead of the keyboard. Refer to duplicating file handlers (dup()system 

call).     

● redirection the output of one command to the input of     another     by     using     the     

"|" symbol. For example,if there is a program a.out that writes a string "abcde"    to 

the display,and there is a program b.out that takes as input a string typed from the 

keyboard, counts the number of characters in the string, and displays it, then typing 

"a.out|b.out" at your shell prompt should display 5(the output "abcde" from a.out was 

fed as input to b.out, and 5, the number of characters in "abcde",is printed). Use 

pipes.Any number of  redirections should be allowed(for ex., a | b |c,a |b |c |d|e,...).    

  

 

Give your program name <RollNo.>_advshell.c   

 

Hints and Resources: 

GNU C Library:    http://www.delorie.com/gnu/docs/glibc/libc_toc.html 

    

○ File Descriptors: http://www.delorie.com/gnu/docs/glibc/libc_169.html 

     

○ Duplicating File Descriptors:     

http://www.delorie.com/gnu/docs/glibc/libc_257.html 

    

○ Pipes:    http://www.delorie.com/gnu/docs/glibc/libc_296.html 

    

● I/O Redirection:    http://www.tldp.org/LDP/abs/html/io‐ redirection.html 

     

● Interprocess communication:    http://www.advancedlinuxprogramming.com/alp‐  

folder/alp‐ ch05‐ ipc.pdf 

 

http://www.delorie.com/gnu/docs/glibc/libc_toc.html
http://www.delorie.com/gnu/docs/glibc/libc_169.html
http://www.delorie.com/gnu/docs/glibc/libc_257.html
http://www.delorie.com/gnu/docs/glibc/libc_296.html
http://www.tldp.org/LDP/abs/html/io‐redirection.html


GNU C Library-Signal handling: http://www.gnu.org/software/libc/manual/html_node/Signal-

Handling.html 

 

http://www.gnu.org/software/libc/manual/html_node/Signal-Handling.html
http://www.gnu.org/software/libc/manual/html_node/Signal-Handling.html

